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C. The study of child development raises some intriguing and provocative issues. 13. Of the choices below,
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A short story is, in some ways, like a photograph -- a captured moment of time that is crystalline appearance. 2. Every problem has a different solution. 3.
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Analyzing a Short Story

The same can be said of a short storya story's mood influences the readers' feelings about the story itself. In. The Scarlet Ibis, James Hurst uses diction, point

THE ELEMENTS OF A SHORT STORY

Elements of Literature First Course answers appropriate for Rikki-tikki-tavi. 3. . answers. Point out that students may have different opinions concerning the .
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Course: Grade 7 ELAR. Model Lesson for Middle School ELAR. Grading Period: 2nd Six Weeks. Unit: Exploring Imagination Arc: Writing the Imaginative Story.
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Page 1. Elements of a Short Story. You will need to use your ELA Terms Matrix to take notes. Page 2. Essential Question: How do I identify the elements of
Writing: Short Story

The antagonist is the character in real or imagined opposition to the protagonist. The protagonist is a main character. The action of the story is usually the

Short Story Rubric

Short Story Rubric. Content 80%. Title is effective; it hints at the subject but acts as more than a label. Story has a beginning that gets the reader's
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Teaching the Short Story provides participants with a detailed approach to. Three ways to develop plot or map. Plot line. Character wheel. Story hill.

Writing Your Own Short Story

Writing Your Own Short Story. Throughout the unit we have learned about all of the elements that make up a short story and the important role that each
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In a collaborative, varied approach to one story in our short story unit, you will Read a short story in a group of three chosen by the teacher, determined by your.

Short Story Analysis

Mar 13, 2014 - TASK: Using what you have learned about short stories over the past After having completed your Short Story Outline sheet, summarize.